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SecureDrive™

THE SAFEST COLD WALLET SOLUTION
FOR YOUR CRYPTOCURRENCY
The advent of digital currencies has revolutionized how we
earn, spend, and store assets. Unlike traditional forms of
currency, holders of cryptocurrency manage the accessibility
and security of their assets themselves via two critical
elements: a public key and a private key.
Cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin and Ethereum are
decentralized forms of digital currency that allow owners to
purchase items or store their money largely anonymously.
Cryptocurrency relies on public and private keys to establish
ownership on the blockchain, which serves as a public ledger
of cryptocurrency transactions.
Your public key serves as an address for these transactions,
and your private key unlocks those transactions. Each is
crucial for conducting any transactions on the blockchain. In
order to keep cryptocurrency keys safe, you need a storage
solution that provides ultimate security, efficiency, and
remote management capabilities. In short, you need
SecureData’s award-winning SecureUSB BT flash drive.

Keep Your Private Key Cold
Finding a safe way to store your private key is vital to the
security of your cryptocurrency. Without it, your digital
assets are worthless. Just ask the dozens of cryptocurrency
early adopters whose carelessness in securing their private
keys has shut them out of millions of dollars worth of Bitcoin.
Cryptocurrency holders have a variety of “wallet” solutions
available, from a simple printed sheet of paper to a portable
storage drive to a “hot” wallet incorporated in an online
account or mobile app. But effective security for your private
key requires storage that is offline, encrypted, and capable
of remote management.
SecureUSB BT devices, which are authenticated via a secure
mobile app, provide cryptocurrency holders the safest cold
wallet storage solution on the market. Private keys remain
offline to reduce the threat of compromise by cyberattack.
They are protected by military-grade hardware encryption.
And in the event of loss or theft, the drive can be remotely
managed to prevent unauthorized access.
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SecureDrive™ – the Crypto Wallet
Solution You Can Trust
SecureData has been a leader in
hardware-encrypted portable storage
solutions for more than a decade. SecureUSB
devices provide the highest level of protection
for your cryptocurrency keys of any cold
wallet option.
The cryptocurrency wallet market is a
crowded field. When it comes to protecting
your digital currency investments, don’t settle
for half measures. Choose a trusted partner
with a proven record of achievement in data
protection and technological innovation.
For more information on adopting SecureUSB
devices as a crypto cold wallet solution, or to
set up a free demo, please contact us at
1-800-875-3230.

